
Sketching and Historical Heritage
In our daily life, it is really complicated to grab our attention away from so
many distractors and focus on what we want to see or feel. The reason is 
we are surrounded by thousands of images, sounds, smells, etc. which 
make it difficult to concentrate. 

If we look at the people around us, we will 
probably see that most of them are staring at 
the screen of their mobile phones ignoring 
the world around us. After a while, we will 
forget this thought and we will also look for 
our own phone. 

We usually go through lots of amazing places
and have the chance of meeting people who 
can teach us relevant ideas … but we find it 
hard to do in this impatient and accelerated 
world.

In 2007, a spanish journalist called Gabriel Campanario living and 
working in Seattle started a global community of people who like drawing 
on location in the places they usually go or when they travel and they use 
images and words to represent the places and the people they meet, what 
they feel, listen or eat while they are observing. 

The sketches they make add those details about the moment they are 
observing and afterwards these drawings are shared with the people who 
draw with them or through internet . This group was called Urban 
Sketchers.

In the IB programme we are
going to join your artistic skills
with your curiousity in a task
which will encourage you to
know the amazing building where
we study, Celia Viñas high school.



Members of the Historical Heritage programme (Patrimonio Histórico) 
have prepared a presentation to tell us about the story of this building and 
we are going to create a visual diary where you will illustrate everything 
you learn, feel and see during that talk. At the end, we will make a 
sketchbook with your illustrations and comments to place them in our 
blog. 

If you are interested in knowing more about sketching 
you can visit these websites:

http://www.urbansketchers.org/

https://www.dannygregory.com/

http://freekhand.blogspot.com/

or watch these videos:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=KPYmVBTrpK0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=q_k8fVNzbGU&t=1444s

And if you want to learn more about
our amazing building , visit our
online guided tour:

https://iescelia.org/celia360-nuevo/
public/

Remember that the main purpose of this activity is not to draw beautiful 
images but to become aware of our surroundings and the people we work 
with while we are taking notes and illustrating our feelings and thoughts. 

We hope you will enjoy the activity.
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Here, you can see some of the sketchbooks created by students from the IB
programme.


















